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Age-Related Macular Degeneration

Macular Pigment Density Measurement in Patients
with Age-related Macular Degeneration
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Abstract
Macular pigment is key to the healthy eye. Direct determination of macular pigment optical density using single-wavelength
reflectometry with a fundus camera has allowed to identify changes in macular pigmentation in patients with dry or exudative macular
degeneration. This approach could be useful for individualised patient follow-up, particularly in those with age-related
macular degeneration.
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Macular pigment, which consists of lutein and zeaxanthin, is a key
component of the protective system of the retina. 1 In addition to its
significance within the antioxidant protective system, macular
pigment also has a direct influence on contrast sensitivity. 2 It is
therefore reasonable to conduct routine and objective clinical
follow-up of ophthalmology patients, especially those with
degenerative macular diseases. 3

A procedure developed by Schweitzer and colleagues, the
single-wavelength reflectometry method, is now commercially
available in a fundus camera (VISUCAM 200 ® and VISUCAM 500 ®,
Carl Zeiss Meditec AG). It represents a particularly simple,
objective and reproducible way of determining MPOD. 9 The results
are comparable to those obtained by the two-wavelength
autofluorescence method. 9

The components of macular pigment can have a possible positive
influence on the course of age-related macular degeneration
(AMD).4,5 There are distinct individual differences in macular pigment
optical density (MPOD) between patients: those with a lower intake of
lutein and zeaxanthin tend to exhibit lower MPOD values than those
with a higher intake of lutein and zeaxanthin.6 However, clearly
defined standard MPOD values do not yet exist and, therefore,
long-term individual follow-up is of great importance. Furthermore,
direct determination of the macular pigment is necessary. Indirect
determination – for example via changes in fundus autofluorescence
alone – does not appear promising as a prognostic tool.7

Investigations in Three Patients Using
a VISUCAM 500 Fundus Camera

Procedures for Determining Macular Pigment
Optical Density
Both objective and subjective procedures for determining MPOD
are currently available. 3,8 With respect to their practical applicability,
these procedures feature substantial differences in the duration of
examination, glare for patients and demands on eye fixation
behaviour. For broad-scale use, there is a particular need for a
simple and accurate method that can also be performed on less
co-operative patients.
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Figures 1A–F show fundus images and MPOD analyses of three
patients; Figures 1A and B show the fundus image and MPOD
analysis of a healthy patient with relatively high values; by
contrast, Figures 1C and D show the fundus image and MPOD
analysis of a patient with dry AMD, and Figures 1E and F show
the fundus image and MPOD analysis of a patient with exudative
AMD. The results of the investigations are displayed graphically
as spatial distribution profiles, and also as measured values
(mean optical density, maximum optical density, volume and
area) in Table 1. The images were captured and analysed using a
VISUCAM 500.
MPOD variations are evident in the patients with macular changes.
Generally diminished MPOD values can be observed in the patient
with dry AMD and the patient with exudative AMD.
Significant variations within an individual eye are obvious, as
revealed by distinct areas of high and low MPOD. These observations
are supported by a recent study that determined significant
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Table 1: Macular Pigment Optical Density Values for
Patients from Figure 1
Figure

Mean OD
(du)

Max OD
(du)

Volume
(du x pixel)

Area
(pixel)

1B (healthy patient)

0.245

0.689

15.611

63.643

1D (patient with

0.173

0.430

7.506

43.463

0.123

0.349

3.001

24.440

Figure 1: Fundus Images and MPOD Analyses of a
Healthy Patient (A + B), a Patient with Dry AMD
(C + D) and a Patient with Exudative AMD (E + F)

A

B

C

D

E

F

dry AMD)
1F (patient with)
exudative AMD
AMD = age-related macular degeneration; du = density units; OD = optical density.

individual differences in patients with exudative or dry AMD, with no
uniform pattern.10

Long-term Monitoring of Patient with Age-related
Macular Degeneration
From these observations, it follows that an MPOD measurement
should be performed as soon as possible in patients with macular
degeneration. It might then be possible to use the measured
changes over time as progression parameters to forecast the
future course of the disease.
MPOD measurement could thus become a form of examination
for AMD comparable to visual field tests or measurement of
nerve fibre layer thickness for glaucoma. In particular, MPOD
measurement could enable long-term monitoring and risk
assessment of the progression of macular changes in a
practical way.
Overall, the determination of MPOD is an interesting additional
procedure for individual monitoring of ophthalmology patients,
particularly those with macular degeneration. Additional examinations
of larger patient groups over a longer period of time would be
needed to derive more precise conclusions concerning standard
values and progression behaviour. n
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